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ABSTRACT

A method and device for implementing end-to-end Hardware Message Passing (HMP) are disclosed. The device includes: a message memory, a controller, a message input interface and a message output interface. The message memory is configured to temporarily store a message. The controller is configured to perform management on a message in the form of hardware, store a message obtained from the message input interface into the message memory, and read a message from the message memory and transmit the message to a message user via the message output interface.
The message input interface is directly connected with a message creator and is configured to obtain a message created by the message creator under the control of the controller. The message output interface is directly connected to the message and is configured to provide a message to the message user under the control of the controller. The disclosure can improve the efficiency of message passing and reduce software management overhead.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR IMPLEMENTING END-TO-END HARDWARE MESSAGE PASSING

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of message passing technology, and in particular to a method and device for implementing end-to-end Hardware Message Passing (HMP).

BACKGROUND

As technology develops, a system becomes more complex, the number of integrated core is also increasing, and inter-core communication is increasingly important as well. Traditional inter-core communication is usually implemented by hardware, i.e., a shared memory. As shown in FIG. 1, multiple cores are connected with a shared memory via an interconnection system. The advantage of this implementation is that the cross-transmission of information can be implemented between a plurality of cores, and its disadvantages include as follows:

1. The message passing delay is longer, because a message to be transmitted needs to be written to a shared memory first by a message creator and then the message is read by a message user from the shared memory, which require to be implemented through a system interconnection network, thereby resulting in a longer path delay, but also will compete and judge with other data accesses in order to obtain the right to use a bus; and

2. Software is required for message management, because the shared memory can only be used to store a message temporarily, the message needs to be interrupted and be notified to the message user after the message has been written to the shared memory by the message creator and the message user can be notified, and the message creator and the message user need to share, manage and maintain a message queue pointer, to avoid issues such as message coverage and message reuse.

In many practical applications, the message user is determined, the frequency and time of usage of the message are also determined. For this situation, some existing solutions use a directly connected interface for message passing, in order to improve the efficiency of message passing and reduce a passing delay, as shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. FIG. 2 illustrates message passing between extendible cores via a directly connected interface, and FIG. 3 illustrates First Input First Output (FIFO) message passing based on FIG. 2. This message passing implemented by using a directly connected interface has the following defects: first, a processor must be extendible and may be expanded with a message transmitting port or a message receiving port; and second, in this approach, software is still required for message management, and software management overhead is not reduced whereas only the delay of message passing is reduced.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the disclosure provides a method and device for implementing end-to-end hardware message passing, so as to improve the efficiency of message passing and reduce software management overhead.

To this end, a technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows:

The disclosure provides a device for implementing end-to-end hardware message passing, which includes: a message memory, a controller, a message input interface and a message output interface, wherein

the message memory is configured to temporarily store a message;

the controller is configured to perform management on a message in the form of hardware, store a message obtained from the message input interface into the message memory, and read a message from the message memory and transmit the message to a message user via the message output interface;

the message input interface is directly connected with a message creator and is configured to obtain a message created by the message creator under the control of the controller; and

the message output interface is directly connected with the message user and is configured to provide a message to the message user under the control of the controller.

The message input interface may be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message input interface is the master interface, the message input interface may actively obtain the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller, and when the message input interface is the slave interface, the message input interface may passively obtain the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller; and

the message output interface may be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message output interface is the master interface, the message output interface may actively provide the message to the message user under the control of the controller; and when the message output interface is the slave interface, the message output interface may passively provide the message to the message user under the control of the controller.

When the message output interface is the master interface, the controller may be configured to:

obtain a status of the message creator via the message input interface, and extract a message from a buffer of the message creator based on the status; or

extract messages from the buffer of the message creator via the message input interface periodically.

When the message input interface is the slave interface, the controller may be configured to:

receive the message transmitted actively by the message creator via the message input interface.

When the message output interface is the master interface, the controller may be configured to:

obtain a status of the message user via the message output interface, read the message from the message memory based on the status, and transmit the message to the message user via the message output interface; or

read messages from the message memory periodically, and transmit the messages to the message user via the message output interface.

When the message output interface is the slave interface, the controller may be configured to:

provide a message queue status to the message user via the message output interface, obtain a read request transmitted by the message user based on the message queue status via the message output interface, read the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmit the message to the message user via the message output interface; or

obtain the read request transmitted periodically by the message user via the message output interface, read the
message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface.

The disclosure also provides a method for implementing end-to-end hardware message passing. The method includes:

- a controller obtains a message created by a message creator directly connected with a message input interface via the message input interface, stores the obtained message into a message memory temporarily, and performs management of the message stored into the message memory in hardware; and the controller reads a message from the message memory, and transmits the read message to the message user directly connected with a message output interface via the message output interface.

The message input interface may be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message input interface is the master interface, the message input interface may actively obtain the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller; and when the message input interface is the slave interface, the message input interface may passively obtain the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller;

the message output interface may be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message output interface is the master interface, the message output interface may actively provide the message to the message user under the control of the controller; and when the message output interface is the slave interface, the message output interface may passively provide the message to the message user under the control of the controller.

The step that the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller may include that:

- the controller obtains a status of the message creator via the message input interface, and extracts a message from a buffer of the message creator based on the status; or
- the controller extracts messages from the buffer of the message creator via the message input interface periodically.

The step that the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller may include that:

- the controller receives the message transmitted by the message creator via the message input interface.

The step that the message output interface actively transmits the read message to the message user under the control of the controller may include that:

- the controller obtains a status of the message user via the message output interface, reads the message from the message memory based on the status, and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface; or
- the controller reads messages from the message memory periodically, and transmits the messages to the message user via the message output interface.

The step that the message output interface passively transmits the read message to the message user under the control of the controller may include that:

- the controller provides a message queue status to the message user via the message output interface, obtains a read request transmitted by the message user based on the message queue status via the message output interface, reads the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface; or
- the controller obtains the read request transmitted periodically by the message user via the message output interface, reads the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface.

In the method and device for implementing end-to-end HMP provided by the disclosure, an HMP hardware device is directly connect with a message creator and a message user, so that the end-to-end HMP message passing is no longer via a complex interconnection system, compared to the existing shared memory solution, the delay of a data access path can be shortened, and the delay of competition and judgment and waiting delay due to judgment failure in the complex interconnect system are omitted. The message management of the disclosure is completed by a hardware controller, compared with the existing solutions, software buffering management overhead of a message is omitted. Accordingly, the disclosure can improve the efficiency of message passing and reduce software management overhead.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

- FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of hardware implementation of message passing by using a shared memory in existing technologies;
- FIG. 2 is a first schematic diagram of hardware implementation of message passing via a direct interface in existing technologies;
- FIG. 3 is a second schematic diagram of hardware implementation of message passing via a direct interface in existing technologies;
- FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of hardware implementation of HMP in an embodiment of the disclosure;
- FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a HMP device in an embodiment of the disclosure;
- FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one slave-master manner described in a first embodiment of the disclosure;
- FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one slave-slave manner described in a second embodiment of the disclosure;
- FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one master-manner described in a third embodiment of the disclosure; and
- FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one master-slave manner described in a fourth embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The technical solution of the disclosure is elaborated detail below in combination with the drawings and specific embodiments.

FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a hardware implementation of HMP provided by an embodiment of the disclosure. An HMP device is connected with various function modules externally to implement message passing between different function modules. Here, the function module may be a core, and may also be a hardware accelerator, a chip or the like. That is, the disclosure is not only applicable to message passing of a function module in a chip, but also to message passing of function modules between chips.

A structure of an HMP device for implementing message passing between different function modules is shown in FIG. 5. The HMP device mainly includes a message memory, a controller, a message input interface and a message output interface. The message memory is configured to temporarily store a message. The controller is configured to perform
management on a message in the form of hardware, store a message obtained from the message input interface into the message memory, and read a message from the message memory and transmit the message to a message user via the message output interface. The message input interface (corresponding to an interface A shown in FIG. 5), is directly connected to a message creator, and is configured to actively or passively obtain a message created by the message creator under the control of the controller. The message output interface (corresponding to an interface B shown in FIG. 5), is directly connected to the message user, and is configured to actively or passively provide a message to the message user under the control of the controller.

Preferably, the message input interface and the message output interface may be made into a master interface or a slave interface as required. The master interface mainly implements a Direct Memory Access (DMA) function. When a message creator cannot transmit a message voluntarily, the message input interface is implemented as a master interface. When the message creator can transmit a message voluntarily, the message input interface is implemented as a slave interface. When a message receiver cannot obtain a message voluntarily, the message output interface is implemented as a master interface. When a message receiver can obtain a message voluntarily, the message output interface is implemented as a slave interface. There is no restriction on protocols of an interface, which may be a standard or customized interface depending on actual needs.

In other words, the message input interface may be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message input interface is the master interface, the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller, and when the message input interface is the slave interface, the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller; and the message output interface may also be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message output interface is the master interface, the message output interface actively provides the message to the message user under the control of the controller, and when the message output interface is the slave interface, the message output interface passively provides the message to the message user under the control of the controller.

The end-to-end HMP method implemented by the HMP device mainly includes that: a controller obtains a message created by a message creator directly connected with a message input interface via the message input interface, temporarily stores the obtained message into the message memory, and performs management of the message stored into the message memory in hardware; and the controller reads a message from the message memory, and transmits the read message to the message user directly connected with a message output interface via the message output interface.

The message input interface may be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message input interface is the master interface, the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller, and when the message input interface is the slave interface, the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller; and the message output interface may also be a master interface or a slave interface, when the message output interface is the master interface, the message output interface actively provides the message to the message user under the control of the controller, and when the message output interface is the slave interface, the message output interface passively provides the message to the message user under the control of the controller.

The operation that the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller includes that:

- the controller obtains a status of the message creator via the message input interface, and extracts a message from a buffer of the message creator based on the status; or
- the controller extracts messages from the buffer of the message creator via the message input interface periodically.

The operation that the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creator under the control of the controller includes that: the controller receives the messages transmitted actively by the message creator via the message input interface.

The operation that the message output interface actively transmits the read message to the message user under the control of the controller includes that:

- the controller obtains a status of the message user via the message output interface, reads the message from the message memory based on the status and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface; or
- the controller reads messages from the message memory periodically, and transmits the messages to the message user via the message output interface.

The operation that the message output interface passively transmits the read message to the message user under the control of the controller includes that:

- the controller provides a message queue status to the message user via the message output interface, obtains a read request transmitted by the message user based on the message queue status via the message output interface, reads the message from the message memory based on the read request and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface; or
- the controller obtains the read request transmitted periodically by the message user via the message output interface, reads the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmits the message to the message user via the message output interface.

The end-to-end HMP method and system of the disclosure is further elaborated with reference to the structure of an HMP device shown in FIG. 5 and in combination with specific embodiments.

The embodiments may be combined as required, and several common one-to-one application implementations are given subsequently, as shown in FIGS. 6 to 9. The direction indicated by the arrow denotes the flow direction of a message, and a function module A represents a message creator, a function module 1 represents a message user, "m" indicates a data interface behaves as a master, "s" indicates a data interface behaves as a slave, the master is a message passing originator, and the slave is a message passing receiver or responder. Furthermore, in an embodiment of the disclosure, the message creator and the message user may be various function modules, such as a core, a hardware accelerator and a chip.

As shown in FIG. 6, a first embodiment of the disclosure describes end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one slave-master mode. A message input interface of an HMP device is implemented with a slave interface (for example, an interface in a Message Passing Interface MPI module shown in FIG. 6 is a message input interface), and a message output interface of the HMP device is implemented with a master interface (for example, an interface in the MPI module.
shown in FIG. 6 is a message output interface). The message passing process of the HMP device mainly includes the following steps:

Step 601: A message creator (a function module 0) directly transmits a created message to the message input interface, i.e., an interface A (i.e., the m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 6), of the HMP device.

In this embodiment, the message creator is a message passing originator, which directly transmits the created message to the message input interface of the HMP device actively.

Step 602: The interface A transmits the received message to a controller of the HMP device.

Step 603: The controller of the HMP device stores the message into a buffer or memory, i.e., message memory of the HMP device, while maintaining a write pointer.

Step 604: The controller of the HMP device obtains a reception status of a message user (a function module 1) via an interface B, determines, based on the reception status of the message user or a timer, when to extract the message from the buffer or memory, and transmits the message to the interface B (i.e., the m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 6) while maintaining a read pointer.

Step 605: The message output interface, i.e., the interface B, of the HMP device transmits the message to the user based on an interface protocol.

As shown in FIG. 7, a first embodiment of the disclosure describes end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one slave-slave mode. A message input interface of an HMP device is implemented with a slave interface (for example, a left s interface in an MPI shown in FIG. 7 is a message input interface), and a message output interface of the HMP device is also implemented with a slave interface (for example, a right s interface in the MPI shown in FIG. 7 is a message output interface). The message passing process of the HMP device mainly includes the following steps:

Step 701: A message creator (a function module 0) directly transmits a created message to a message input interface, i.e., an interface A of the HMP device (i.e., the left m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 7).

In this embodiment, the message creator is a message passing originator, which directly transmits the created message to the message input interface of the HMP device actively.

Step 702: The interface A transmits the received message to a controller of the HMP device.

Step 703: The controller of the HMP device stores the message into a buffer or memory of the HMP device, while maintaining a write pointer.

Step 704: A message user (a function module 1) obtains a message queue status via an interface B (i.e., a right s interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 7), and determines, based on the message queue status or a timer, when to obtain the message.

Step 705: The message user reads the message via the message output interface, i.e., the interface B, of the HMP device.

Step 706: The interface B of the HMP device transmits a read request to the controller.

Step 707: The controller of the HMP device reads the message from the buffer or memory and transmits the message to the interface B, while maintaining the read pointer in the buffer of the HMP device.

Step 708: The interface B of the HMP device returns the message provided by the controller to the message user.

As shown in FIG. 8, a first embodiment of the disclosure describes end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one master-master mode. A message input interface of an HMP device is implemented with a master interface (for example, the m interface in an MPI module shown in FIG. 8 is a message input interface), and a message output interface of the HMP device is also implemented with a master interface (for example, the m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 8 is a message output interface). The message passing process of the HMP device mainly includes the following steps:

Step 801: A message creator (a function module 0) stores a created message into a buffer thereof.

Step 802: The HMP device obtains a status of the message creator via the interface A (i.e., the m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 8), determines, based on the status of the message creator or a timer, when to extract the message from the message creator, and transmits the extracted message to the controller of the HMP device.

Step 803: The controller of the HMP device stores the message into the buffer or memory of the HMP device, while maintaining a write pointer.

Step 804: The controller of the HMP device obtains a reception status of a message user (a function module 1) via an interface B, determines, based on the reception status of the message user or the timer, when to extract the message from the buffer or memory, and transmits the message to the interface B (i.e., the right m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 8), while maintaining a read pointer.

Step 805: The message output interface, i.e., the interface B, of the HMP device transmits the message to the user based on an interface protocol.

As shown in FIG. 9, a first embodiment of the disclosure describes end-to-end HMP in a one-to-one master-slave mode. A message input interface of an HMP device is implemented with a master interface (for example, an s interface in an MPI module shown in FIG. 9 is a message input interface), and a message output interface of the HMP device is implemented with a slave interface (for example, an s interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 9 is a message output interface). The message passing process of the HMP device mainly includes the following steps:

Step 901: A message creator (a function module 0) stores the created message in a buffer thereof.

Step 902: The HMP device obtains a status of a message creator via an interface A (i.e., the m interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 9), determines, based on the status of the message creator or a timer, when to extract the message from the message creator, and transmits the extracted message to a controller of the HMP device.

Step 903: The controller of the HMP device stores the message in a buffer or memory of the HMP device, while maintaining a write pointer.

Step 904: A message user (a function module 1) obtains a message queue status via an interface B (i.e., the s interface in the MPI module shown in FIG. 9), and determines, based on the message queue status or a timer, when to obtain the message.

Step 905: The message user reads the message via a message output interface, i.e., the interface B, of the HMP device.

Step 906: The interface B of the HMP device transmits a read request to the controller.

Step 907: The controller of the HMP device reads the message from the buffer or memory and transmits the message to the interface B, while maintaining a read pointer in the buffer of the HMP device.

Step 908: The interface B of the HMP device returns the message to the message user.
The above are only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure, but are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the claims of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A device for implementing end-to-end Hardware Message Passing (HMP), comprising:
a message memory, a controller, a message input interface and a message output interface, wherein:
the message memory is configured to temporarily store a message;
the controller is configured to perform management on the message in the form of hardware, store the message obtained from the message input interface into the message memory, and read the message from the message memory and transmit the message to a message using device via the message output interface;
the message input interface is directly connected with a message creating device and is configured to obtain the message created by the message creating device under the control of the controller; and
the message output interface is directly connected with the message using device and is configured to provide the message to the message using device under the control of the controller;
wherein there is no other device between the device for implementing end-to-end HMP and the message creating device or the message using device;
wherein the message input interface is a master interface or a slave interface, when the message input interface is the master interface, the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creating device under the control of the controller, and when the message input interface is the slave interface, the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creating device under the control of the controller; and
the message output interface is a master interface or a slave interface, when the message output interface is the master interface, the message output interface actively provides the message to the message using device under the control of the controller, and when the message output interface is the slave interface, the message output interface passively provides the message to the message using device under the control of the controller;
wherein the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creating device comprises: when the message creating device cannot transmit the message voluntarily, the message input interface is implemented as the master interface, and actively obtains the message created by the message creating device;
wherein the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creating device comprises: when the message creating device can transmit the message voluntarily, the message input interface is implemented as the slave interface, and receives the message sent by the message creating device actively;
wherein the message output interface actively provides the message to the message using device comprises: when the message using device cannot obtain the message voluntarily, the message output interface is implemented as the master interface, and sends the message actively to the message using device;
wherein the message output interface passively provides the message to the message using device comprises: when the message using device can obtain the message voluntarily, the message output interface is implemented as the slave interface, and receives the message sent by the message using device actively;
wherein when the message output interface is the master interface, the controller is configured to:
provide a message queue status to the message using device via the message output interface, obtain a read request transmitted by the message using device based on the message queue status via the message output interface, read the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmit the message to the message using device via the message output interface;
or obtain the read request transmitted periodically by the message using device via the message output interface, read the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmit the message to the message using device via the message output interface.

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein when the message output interface is the master interface, the controller is configured to:

obtain a status of the message creating device via the message input interface, and extract the message from a buffer of the message creating device based on the status;
or
extract messages from the buffer of the message creating device via the message input interface periodically.

3. The device according to claim 1, wherein when the message input interface is the slave interface, the controller is configured to:
receive the message transmitted actively by the message creating device via the message input interface.

4. A method for implementing end-to-end Hardware Message Passing (HMP), comprising:
obtaining, by a controller, a message created by a message creating device directly connected with a message input interface via the message input interface, storing the obtained message into a message memory temporarily, and performing management of the message stored into the message memory in hardware; and
reading the message from the message memory, and transmitting the read message to the message using device directly connected with a message output interface via the message output interface;
wherein there is no other device between the message input interface and the message creating device or between the message output interface and the message using device;
wherein the message input interface is a master interface or a slave interface, when the message input interface is the master interface, the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creating device under the control of the controller, and when the message input interface is the slave interface, the message input interface passively obtains the mes-
The message output interface is a master interface or a slave interface, when the message output interface is the master interface, the message output interface actively provides the message to the message using device under the control of the controller, and when the message output interface is the slave interface, the message output interface passively provides the message to the message using device under the control of the controller;

wherein the message input interface actively obtains the message created by the message creating device comprises: when the message creating device cannot transmit the message voluntarily, the message input interface is implemented as the master interface, and actively obtains the message created by the message creating device;

wherein the message input interface passively obtains the message created by the message creating device comprises: when the message creating device can transmit the message voluntarily, the message input interface is implemented as the slave interface, and receives the message sent by the message creating device actively;

wherein the message output interface actively provides the message to the message using device comprises: when the message using device cannot obtain the message voluntarily, the message output interface is implemented as the master interface, and sends the message actively to the message using device;

wherein the message output interface passively provides the message to the message using device comprises: when the message using device can obtain the message voluntarily, the message output interface is implemented as the slave interface, and sends the message to the message using device in response to a message request from the message using device;

wherein the step of actively transmitting, by the message output interface, the read message to the message using device under the control of the controller comprises:

obtaining, by the controller, a status of the message using device via the message output interface, reading the message from the message memory based on the status, and transmitting the message to the message using device via the message output interface; or

reading, by the controller, messages from the message memory periodically, and transmitting the messages to the message using device via the message output interface;

wherein the step of passively transmitting, by the message output interface, the read message to the message using device under the control of the controller comprises:

providing, by the controller, a message queue status to the message using device via the message output interface, obtaining a read request transmitted by the message using device based on the message queue status via the message output interface, reading the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmitting the message to the message using device via the message output interface; or

obtaining, by the controller, the read request transmitted periodically by the message using device via the message output interface, reading the message from the message memory based on the read request, and transmitting the message to the message using device via the message output interface.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step of actively obtaining, by the message input interface, the message created by the message creating device under the control of the controller comprises:

obtaining, by the controller, a status of the message creating device via the message input interface, and extracting the message from a buffer of the message creating device based on the status; or

extracting, by the controller, messages from the buffer of the message creating device via the message input interface periodically.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step of passively obtaining, by the message input interface, the message created by the message creating device under the control of the controller comprises:

receiving, by the controller, the message transmitted actively by the message creating device via the message input interface.